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VOLUME CONTROL MODES
These provide a specified tidal volume at a specified rate

CMV Continuous Mandatory Ventilation
Does not allow for spontaneous breathes

SIMV Synchronised Intermittent Mandatory Ventilation
Allows patient to breathe - will support additional patient breathes with 
pressure support (but if not breathing will deliver set volume and rate)

PRESSURE CONTROL MODES
CPAP Continuous Positive Airway Pressure

No mandatory rate (can only be used in a spontaneously breathing patient)
BIPAP BiLevel Positive Airway Pressure

Has a mandatory rate and can be used in a paralysed or spontaneously 
breathing patient

To switch between modes, press button of choice then large rotary knob to confirm selection

ROTARY KNOBS - Basic Ventilator Settings

DIAL 1: VT (Tidal Volume) - Dial in 6ml/kg to begin with
Numerical Value will appear on ‘Information Screen’ just above rotary knobs as you dial

You can check expired tidal volume using ‘Values’ button (the two values should be roughly equal
If expired tidal volume is lower there may be a cuff leak or the pressure limit has been reached

DIAL 2: RR (Respiratory Rate) - Typically 16 - 18 breathes/minute in most patients
Less in COPD asthma (6-8/min) or More if high minute ventilation prior to induction (e.g. Metabolic acidosis)

DIAL 3: Pmax (Pressure Limit) - Typically set this at 40 to begin with
The dotted line on the pressure curve indicates the setting (pressure wave should be below it)

If pressure limit too low, tidal volume won’t be delivered and alarm will sound

DIAL 4: FiO2 (Oxygen Delivery) - Start at 100% for first 5mins then drop to 40%
Aim for saturations between 88 - 95%

Titrate up using PEEP SCALE
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ADDITIONAL VENTILATOR SETTINGS

DEFAULT SETTING in CMV/SIMV mode is PEEP 5 and I:E 1:1.5

TO CHANGE SETTINGS
Make sure ‘Settings’ button is highlighted

1. Turn large rotary knob to choose the value to be changed
2. Press rotary knob to select and highlight value (now in inverted type)

3. Rotate again to change value
4. Press knob again to confirm selection

TO SET ALARM LIMITS = Press ‘Alarms’ button
Select auto alarm limits (this sets alarm limits around current settings)

ADDITIONAL BUTTONS

100% O2

Delivers 3 minutes of 100% Oxygen
Useful before certain manoeuvres such as tube change or suction

Inspiratory Hold
Delivers a breathe then holds it within patient until released

Useful when performing chest X-rays or checking plateau pressures


